I need to write for the Collecting, just selling, hoarding lien and also life. Do need on my work from 6 to 9 until 9:30 00 2) was all 2 the house, and was a bit. And played with toys are expecting the folks. Saw they use it could. Become kind as you said when your would go usually save you never heard. Would like you to call 0 7 7995 if you don't stay here. Have the letter. Make it after. June 250 and will be home. Thank you,

Muriel Rogers.

---
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---

PIC EXHIBIT No. 36-A
Dear John,

As long as I am in the Examiner's office so far, by the way, I received your policy quite sometime ago but forgot to mention it. Today is like a fall day and last night we slept under blanket. Sure hope you got your leave this time he needs and come home. Of you don't have enough money I can let a pay roll on the hour as necessary. Robert is still with the A.P. They like him and are teaching him the business. I think if he sticks with them he will have a chance of

Sincerely,

[Signature]
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